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TheLadies’ Guide
toCardiacCrisis

Did you know that women have heart attacks too? It's true!
And sometimes our symptoms are completely different than
for men. If you notice any of these things happening to you especially in combination
you might be having your own heart attack!

You should see a doc today!

Fatigue, weakness and dizziness.
Unexplained pain in the back , abdomen or jaw.

Unexplained nausea or indigestion.
Cold sweats.
Leg pain.
And, you can have
ALL the same symptoms as the guys!
Sharp chest pain, shooting pains in the
arms, shortness of breath–the works !

Whatever you do,
dont’ ignore these
warning signs of
a heart attack .
They could
kill ya!

Heart disease is responsible
for half of all female deaths in
the United States. Yet women’s
knowledge of the symptoms of heart
attack remains largely in the 1950’s–
we continue to think of it as a “man’s
disease.” Early intervention is the key to
survival and recovery. Please, if you’re
experiencing any of these symptoms,
don’t delay–get to an emergency room
with a cardiac care center immediately.

Early Warning
Diagnosis
Treatment
Rehabilitation
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At Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center, we have the latest
for finding what's wrong with your heart !

TECHNOLOGY
You can see
the blood vessels
working, like tiny
little highways!

Diagnostic
Catheterization

It's a
big name for such
a small tube!

Using a tiny tube traveling through blood vessels, physicians can see
and often treat blockages without resorting to more invasive procedures.

Nuclear Cardiology

Isotopes released into the bloodstream give
Jeepers,
a clear picture of blood flow to the heart
this thing can see
when seen through a sophisticated
right inside ya!
device called a gamma camera.

Go, S-O-U-N-D
W-A-V-E-S!!

Echocardiography

Sound waves create a real-time image of heart muscle and valve function.

(

plus segmental blood pressure
and EKG )

and adedicated team of
cardiologists, nurses
and technologists.
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Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center
has one of the most advanced cardiac
care centers in the Northwest.
Our diagnostic capabilities help
guarantee our patients better treatment,
earlier intervention, and avoidance of
unnecessary procedures.
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BEST Place to
"BumTicker"Fixed!

The
Get A

"BumTicker"Fixed!
When that heart of yours just has to have some help, come to the

“heart healthy”experts at EIRMC!

The first digital cath lab in Idaho.

Advances in catheterization allow treatment of many problems without more
invasive surgery. High-resolution digital imagery provides an ultra-clear picture.
And EIRMC’s cath labs are the only ones in the area open “24/7.”

Docs who really know their stuff.
Doctors Denyer and Hodson are considered leaders in “beating heart” surgery,
a new technique that is offering better outcomes. EIRMC is performing beating
heart surgery at a rate three times the national average.

Dedicated cardiac suites.
These operating rooms are set up just to work on hearts!
The best tools are right at hand.

Tons of experience.

The cardiac experts at EIRMC are no Johnny-come-latelies.
They have an average of over 25 years’ experience each,
and they’ve handled over 17,000 cardiac cases at the hospital.

When it comes
to your heart,
only the best
will do.
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The cardiologists and
heart surgeons at EIRMC
were drawn here by some
of the best equipment in the
nation and an opportunity to be
part of a first-rate cardiac team, while
enjoying the unparalleled quality of life
our region offers.
The unique combination of talent
and technology at EIRMC means you
have access to the finest cardiac care
available anywhere.
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At ’Em!

,

Do you want to greet the day with a twinkle in your eye
that extra something that says you’r e ready to take on the world?
You can with cardiac

rehabilitation at EIRMC.

It won’t be long until you’re saying,
“It’s a whole new me!”
Together, we’ll get you into tip-top shape in record time.

Your Custom
Program

Get with the program.
Your rehabilitation program at EIRMC is
custom designed for you.

You’re a winner when you'v e got “smarts.”
Teaching and learning are just as important as huffing and puffing. Rehabilitation at
EIRMC takes the whole person into account. You’ll learn about diet and lifestyle changes
that contribute to your recovery and quality of life.

Get back that

vim and vigor after

cardiac treatment,
with rehabilitation
at EIRMC!
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Rehabilitation after cardiac treatment
is crucial to successful recovery.
EIRMC’s Cardiac Rehabilitation
program is guided by the best of
modern medicine and exercise
physiology. We’re dedicated to the
health of your heart for the long haul.

